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Testing resources throughout your application development cycle.

FUNCTIONAL TESTING
Software applications are a critical aspect of
keeping your day-to-day business operations
running smoothly and efficiently. Software
applications that don’t function correctly put your
business at risk, often resulting in costly fixes
and reduced customer confidence.
SQA Solution tracks IT successes and failures
by surveying over 13,000 software development
projects over the course of a year. Our research
identified that 51% of projects exceed budget,
miss deadlines, and fail to deliver the right
functionality to support their businesses. Flaws in
software cost the U.S. economy $59.5 billion
annually. Much of this can be avoided with
quality testing procedures.

PROVIDING EXPERTISE
With resources in US, Ukraine, India, and
Canada, SQA Solution's consultants provide
Functional Testing expertise that can be hired
on-site to augment your team or as an
outsourced model. Our team has technical skills,
business knowledge, and extensive experience
testing multiple software applications for a wide
range of industries.

Note: Pay only for what you need. Minimize
testing costs by leveraging SQA Solution's
On-Demand delivery model.

How SQA Solution Can Help You
Want to learn more about how SQA Solution can
help you to create and implement your
organization’s Functional Testing strategy?
Contact Us to get detailed information about
what’s included in our services.
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CREATING SOLUTIONS
If your application hasn’t been tested by SQA Solution, you can’t be sure if it’s ready for launch. Our
Quality Assurance services can be leveraged in multiple ways — from On-Demand to fully managed
outsource solutions, depending on your needs. Here are a few ways we can assist with your next project:
•

Agile (SCRUM) Testing

•

On-Demand Testing

•

Crowdsource Testing

•

QA Offshore Testing

•

Desktop Testing

•

QA Outsourcing

•

ETL Testing

•

QA Staff Augmentation

•

Facebook Testing

•

Reports Testing

•

Mobile app testing

•

Web App Testing

•
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DELIVERING RESULTS
SQA Solution's functional test leads review your business requirements and use cases to identify test
scope by utilizing our TCoE process and methodology. Our experts thoroughly test your software looking
for bugs between requirements and functionality, validating data, user interfaces, and verifying
compatibility with OS/Browsers. Our consultants work with your project team on timeliness and QA
metrics. They provide you with daily test status reports that review tests coverage and defects.
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